ELECTRIC P ATROLLER PROVIDES A MORE EFFICIENT,
STEALTHY PATROL

CASE STUDY

Santa Barbara Sherriff’s Dept., Solvang, CA

TESTIMONIAL
“We were able to
sneak up on
numerous people.
My squad made
arrests of people
using drugs,
prowling about
and even caught
up to a car by
maneuvering
through small
alleys.”
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“The Electric Patroller has
many uses on a police force,
you can be much more
observant and much more
in touch than driving
around in a car. Walking a
foot beat is probably the
best way to find crime and
snoop around in alley ways,
etc., but the Electric
Patroller lets you do this
faster.” Stated Sgt Pond,
“For a tourist town like
Solvang, these are perfect.
There are times when a
police car cannot move
faster than 2 mph when
traffic is backed up by a
large tourist population or
special event. For getting
around during those times,
the Electric Patroller unit is
great!”
Sgt Pond
Solvang, CA

…more…
The Electric Patroller deploys
a hot-swappable, lithium ion
battery that costs
approximately $0.07/charge.
Spare batteries are also
available for longer patrols,
as are light kits for night
riding and customizable
fairings for branding and
important community
messaging.

Enable police officers to
cover their routes in more
energy-efficient, effective
and community-friendly
ways that are less harmful
to the officer and the
environment.

THE SOLUTION
Obtain Trikke Electric
Patrol Vehicles to enhance
foot, bicycle and police car
patrol while increasing
efficiency, community and
crowd penetration and an
officer’s range

THE BENEFITS
Easy to use, quiet, stable,
incredibly portable,
emission-free
transportation.
Expands range for officers.
Provides communitybuilding presence.
Much less expensive than
other similar options.

Sgt. Pond
Santa Barbara
Sherriff’s Dept.,
Solvang, CA

THE CHALLENGE
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